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Abstract 
 
 
Among various kinds of teaching tool use in Liberal Studies, video become the most common 
and popular teaching tool for teachers in facilitating students’ learning. It is found that using 
video helps to arouse student interests, stimulate class interaction and enhance their motivation 
in learning. This study explores the practical ways in making use of video to maximize students’ 
learning in the subject of Liberal Studies. The findings also reveal several supplementary 
instructional strategies in assisting teacher to bring out the educational value of video inside 
classroom.  In the process, possible challenges when integrating videos into the curriculum for 
teachers are addressed in this inquiry. Model of integrating video into Liberal Studies 
curriculum will be introduced and discussed in this dissertation.  
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
 
1.1 Background of the study 
Under the influence of global educational curriculum reform, Hong Kong government tended 
to focus on develop thinking skills instead of the transmission of “traditional subject-based 
knowledge” across disciplines (Education Bureau, 2007; P21). Accordingly, Liberal Studies 
became the new core subject in 2009, combining various elective subjects such as geography, 
history, Chinese history, economics, etc. (Education Bureau, 2007). It aims to develop students 
to think critically and analyze things from multiple perspectives.  
 
Yet, the public usually use the phrases “blowing water”, “too broad”, “too abstract” to describe 
Liberal Studies. As Bravo, Amante and Simo (2011) have mentioned “a picture is worth a 
thousand words; a video is worth a thousand pictures, so, from this point of view, a video is 
worth a million words” (p.2). Hammong and Lee (2010) also addressed that “the medium of 
digital video opens up possibilities for both you (teacher) and your students”. With reference 
to the issue-inquiry approach recommended by the Curriculum and Assessment Guide (2007), 
video, one of the frequent non-textual teaching tools applied in Liberal Studies classroom, has 
been a medium to narrow down the influx information of certain issues for better understanding. 
It served as a data compression in presenting the development of ad hoc social issues and 
showing various viewpoints to students for further analysis.  
 
Rapid development of information technology brings grave challenges to modern education. 
With the emergence of online self-learning video platforms, educators are encouraged to 
review the nature of education, the role of classroom teaching and its relation to student 
learning. In the age of knowledge-based society, it is suggested to have a paradigm shift in 
teaching and learning (Ezziane, 2007). As self-learning required learners to have higher self-
awareness and determination, it is envisaged to put the focus back to the classroom teaching 
and figure out the new role of teacher inside classroom with the penetration of new technology. 
In this study, it will be explored how teacher can make good use of the visualization strategy 
to maximize students’ learning and help them to remember the key ideas with details, 
enhancing their motivation and analytical ability in the process.  
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1.2 Research Motivation 
Liberal Studies required students to be aware of the current affairs and examine the views from 
different stakeholders. In the previous teaching practicums, students confessed that it is quite 
tired and difficult in understanding the issue from just textual analysis. Their level of 
participation and motivation gradually decreased with the lesson design of direct teaching, 
followed by textual analysis and group discussion, as well as consolidation from teacher at last. 
Later, researcher integrated video into teaching in facilitating students to master the content 
knowledge and abstract concepts in a simpler and more appealing way. Correspondingly, the 
overall learning atmosphere improved to a large extent and the video content stimulated 
students to ask questions for further inquiry. From this experience, researcher believed that 
students are able to grasp the general picture of the issues and helps to build up a personal 
relevance if the selected video could bring the tension or highlight the climax of a particular 
event to students. Thus, the successful experience of teaching practicum drives researcher to 
conduct this inquiry. 
 
1.3 Purposes of research 
With regard to the research background and motivation, the purposes of conducting this 
research are listed below: 
1. To empower individual teacher with confidence in using video in modern teaching and 
learning 
2. To constitute a general structure or a model in using video as a teaching tool in Liberal 
Studies classroom 
3. To improve instruction strategies and student engagement under the context of new 
paradigm shift 
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 
 
The literature review first examines the prevalence of using video in education nowadays. The 
focus will be explored the importance of instruction methods in incorporating video into 
teaching and learning. Then, it will identify the linkage between learning motivation of students 
and using video to teach in class. The use of video in Liberal Studies Curriculum and the 
suggested pedagogies will also be discussed in this chapter.  
 
2.1 Popularity of using video in today’s teaching and learning 
Living in a digital era, the increasing speed and breadth of knowledge turnover has been 
adapting to the rapid change of surrounding environment. Research revealed that nearly all 
college students were using the Internet when they were 16 years of age (Jones, 2015). Unlike 
the past, video tapes can easily be produced with mobile devices and less costly with the 
advanced technology support (Wetzel, Radtke, & Stern, 1994). YouTube, the most popular 
platform of video sharing, provides informative, entertaining and educational video to billion 
users of the world (Asselin, Dobson, Meyers, Teixiera & Ham, 2011) and most contents have 
been created by youth (Bull & Bell, 2010).  
 
It is acknowledged that video has more potential capacity in education than merely direct 
teaching (Klose, 2008). The high graphical content of video enables students to understand 
complicated sections in an easier and concrete manner. Studies indicated students learn better 
from watching video than from text alone (Mayer, 2005). A series of short videos are produced 
for educational purpose in order to replace the long and boring written documentaries. Learners 
can arrange their unique self-learning pace by revisiting the intricate part from the video (Bravo, 
Amante, Simo, Enache, & Fernandez, 2011).  
 
Several websites, which encouraging self-learning, have been built up for educational videos 
sharing. For instance, Khan Academy from the United States aims to provide free world 
education for anyone and anywhere while edX is another website to offer free courses for 
tertiary education. Apart from those for self-learning purpose, there is suggestion to bring 
online video into the classroom, composed with three components: watching, analyzing and 
creating (Bull & Bell, 2010). These required teachers to be facilitator and support students’ 
learning with appropriate guidance. Bull and Bell (2010) envisaged that teachers and students 
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can accelerate their learning by using innovative instructional strategies for integrating video 
across the curriculum. 
 
2.2 Importance of instructional methods when using video in teaching and learning  
Clark (1983) believed that “the best current evidence is that media are mere vehicles that 
deliver instruction but do not influence student achievement any more than the truck that 
delivers our groceries causes changes in our nutrition” (p.445). This emphasis brought much 
controversies but he brought to the point that instructional method laid down more influence 
on psychological processes (Clark & Sugrue, 1988). Kozma (1991) developed a framework to 
explore how media influence learning and emphasized students construct their knowledge if 
learners collaborate with media actively. He identified that the characteristics of learner matter 
in learning from media. Students who have less prior knowledge may benefit more from using 
information in multiple symbol systems while those with higher prior knowledge may rely less 
on it after their prior knowledge of the particular domain is being recalled. It can be concluded 
that media and instructional methods are tightly interweaving with each other, in a sense that 
these methods take advantages of “cognitively relevant capabilities of media” (p.197) in 
assisting and supplementing students’ learning.  
 
Numerous studies have shown that students are deeply influenced by what they see in the 
videos in an unconscious way (Bull & Bell, 2010). These videos might reinforce the 
misconceptions rather than bringing challenges or stimuli to students as they watch video as 
“recreational media consumption” (p. 19). It is due to the fact that the learning effectiveness of 
such approach may be influenced by the preconceived beliefs of learners towards the video 
selected by teacher (Wetzel, Radtke, & Stern, 1994). Thus, teacher, in fact, can design activities 
to neutralize such passive assimilation of information and emotions, preparing students to be 
future scholars, sensible citizens and critical media viewer (Bull & Bell, 2010). Hammond and 
Lee (2010) put the idea forward by introducing critical viewing and encourage students to be 
active watchers. They proposed that teachers have the responsibility to direct students’ 
attention in recognizing the videos intent and the context of production, i.e. the awareness of 
the motives embedded in media. This implies that basic media literacy skill is needed when 
teacher intended to use video in daily teaching, equipping students to watch a video with the 
“intended critical eye” and “careful ear for content” (p. 6). 
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2.3 Relationship between students’ learning motivation and using video in class 
Studies have found that intrinsic and extrinsic motivations of students laid down significant 
impact in the learning process. Motivation in academic context has been defined that students’ 
participation is not induced by external incentives but by the motivational value of the content 
itself (Bravo, Amante, Simo, Enache, & Fernandez, 2011). These motivators will influence the 
motivational behavior of students such as their expectation (Bandura, 1997), value (Pintrich & 
DeGroot, 1990) and affect (Pintrich & Schunk, 2002). 
 
 
Figure 1: Students’ motivational behavior summarized by researcher 
 
With reference to the long history of video and film research, learners’ involvements and 
participations in class is shown clearly (Wetzel, Radtke, & Stern, 1994). Marx and Frost (1998) 
proposed that video is an influential motivator and establishes the context for students learning. 
To maximize students’ concentration in class, Shephard (2003) suggested that short segment 
video with very specific contents will be a good choice for allowing easy and quick watching. 
It can synthesize the abstract concepts and present it in a simple way in class, encouraging 
students to actively interact with the video during the learning process (Sellani & Harrington, 
2002). Keddie (2014) further elucidated a well-chosen video can sustain student interest and 
curiosity. “The more interesting the material, the more memorable the content learned in 
conjunction with it” (p. 74). Research has shown that creative classroom techniques that 
incorporate technology promote a more productive and enriched learning environment 
(Beldarrain, 2006). As mentioned by Bravo (2011), “learning is created from the interaction 
between motivational and cognitive variables” (p.1). However, only limited studies have 
examined how to use video upon the enhancement of students’ motivation qualitatively (Bravo, 
Amante, Simo, Enache, & Fernandez, 2011). 
 
 
 
 
Construct	of	Expectancy	
When	students	asked	to	
perform	certain	task,	they	
believed	they	could	
achieve	something.	
Construct	of	Value	
When	students	agree	to	
perform	certain	task,	
there	should	have	some	
reasons	behind	their	
behavior.	
Construct	of	Affect	
When	students	perform	
certain	academic	task,	their	
concerns	towards	the	task	
directly	related	to	
psychological	aspects.		
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2.4 Integrating videos into Liberal Studies teaching 
With reference to the Liberal Studies Curriculum and Assessment Guide (Secondary 4 – 6) in 
2007, Education Bureau encouraged liberal studies teachers to employ various kinds of 
teaching resources and tools for learning. By articulating a number of resources and basic 
instructional design, teachers can assist to form and consolidate the bridge between the existing 
curriculum content and the use of innovative technologies (Green & Brown, 2002). The C&A 
guide also brings to the point that the maximization of students’ learning will be taken place if 
they are motivated to learn (CDC, 2007). As the use of videos enhance students’ learning 
motivation, the intention of integrating video into the curriculum is based on the guiding 
principles for effective learning and teaching in Liberal Studies. To keep students’ attention 
and awareness towards the ad hoc issues, videos will be the good vehicle in stimulating students’ 
interests and trigger them for further enquiry.  
 
Liberal Studies recommended the use of issue-enquiry approach in the process of teaching and 
learning (CDC, 2007). Researcher believed that video can broaden students’ horizon and 
reinforce their memories by visualizing the complex concepts and issues of the society, 
enabling them to immerse in the real life situation. By providing scaffolds and foundation of 
knowledge to students, it helps them to make informed choices and decisions when teacher 
opens the floor for discussion. In such age of digitalization, information explosion will, more 
or less, influences our logical thinking in the process of making our own judgment. It is better 
to provide an opportunity for students to develop their analytical ability and critical thinking 
such as distinguishing between the facts and opinions mentioned in the media before jump into 
the conclusion imprudently. Aforementioned, the role of video in Liberal Studies teaching and 
learning is illustrated by the figure below. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: Created by the researcher 
 
Students	as	
active	watchers	
Teacher	as	
facilitator	
Vehicle:	Videos	
• Provide	factual	information	of	
ad	hoc	issues	
• Introduce	 views	 from	 different	
stakeholders	
Analyze	and	evaluate	
Facts	and	Opinions	
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2.5 Suggestions of using video in teaching  
As above literatures mentioned, mere the existence of video itself cannot induce better learning. 
Perhaps choosing the right video and incorporating with valid teaching method are one of the 
obvious means in engaging students, helping them in mastering complex ideas and strengthen 
their memories of acquired knowledge (Bull & Bell, 2010). Below are the elements that 
deserved teacher’s attention when incorporating videos in classroom teaching. 
 
2.5.1 Selection of video: 
Suggested by Kozma (1991) and Levie (1987), in the selection of video, the chosen 
video should have the capability in presenting certain kind of information or present 
the ideas in a particular way. With such potential media, it is recommended to use in a 
“cognitively relevant way” (p.210) in order to maximize the learning outcomes. 
 
2.5.2 Sources of video:   
1. Self-made video: select the most suitable parts and create by the teachers 
2. From YouTube: the most popular channel for video sharing 
3. From online newspaper websites: e.g. Apple daily, Mingpao, NowTV, RTHK 
It is suggested that teacher should not rely on one single video in teaching to avoid 
homogeneity and unilaterality (Bull & Bell, 2010).  
 
2.5.3 Length of video 
As most studies suggested, Keddie (2014) stresses that videos should be within 30 to 
60 seconds, at most 3 minutes. Students will easily get bored and be distracted if 
displaying a long video in class. Instead of a long video, playing a series of short video 
clips is encouraged in facilitating knowledge building, especially in acquiring and 
mastering the curricular concepts.  
 
2.5.4 Role of video in the lesson 
Whilst some researchers have focus on video as a self-learning tool, others emphasized 
the use of video as a supplementary tool under the arrangement and instructional design 
of teacher. It is proposed to use video in enhancing or compressing the suggested 
curriculum content in order to engage students undergo the process of critical thinking, 
rather than just to be passive receivers (Hammond & Lee, 2010). 
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2.5.5 Suggested Strategies or Pedagogies 
Wetzel, Radtke, and Stern (1994) points out several effective techniques in encouraging 
positive benefits of learning when using video in the lesson.  
1. Encourage greater attention and effort 
2. Use direct statements (e.g. whether it is important or debatable from the video) 
3. Introduction of relevant attention-getting devices 
4. Request an open or close response with questioning skill 
5. Provide knowledge of results 
 
Hammond & Lee (2010) have been conducting research of incorporating video in 
Social Studies classroom teaching for years.  The follows are the main ideas for teachers 
to take as references when using video in classroom. 
1. To explain the learning purposes of the video and their respective behaviors 
during watching, analyzing and creating 
2. To interrupt the video (e.g. pause and explain, pause and discuss) 
 
Keddie (2014) raises several suggestions to integrate video into the classroom teaching. 
1. To deconstruct the video 
2. To see beyond the spoken words (p.75) 
3. Predictions and explanations (p.83): make use of still images from the video to 
engage students into discussion by asking questions 
4. To evaluate the explicit texts (i.e. subtitles or the description directly from the 
video) and implicit texts (i.e. the responses from the teacher and students towards 
the video). 
 
2.6 Significance of research 
Despite the fact that students have high motivation and their analytical skill and critical 
thinking are better developed when videos are integrated into the curriculum, most researches 
mainly focus on using the video for after class learning (i.e. self-learning). There are only few 
studies try to figure out the practical means in incorporating video into classroom teaching and 
learning. The book Teaching with digital video (2010) written by Bull and Bell has provided 
different scenarios and suggested lesson plans for references but it did not mention students’ 
reactions and the class atmosphere in greater details. In addition, those lesson plans are 
designed in the context of United States, which might not be applicable in Hong Kong. As a 
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matter of fact, local studies about the use of video in classroom teaching and learning is very 
limited although the benefits of using video as a learning tool are widely perceived by the 
public. Regarding to the few literatures in providing a framework of how to use video in 
maximizing students’ learning, this study aims to explore the practical ways in maximizing 
students learning with suitable and appropriate instructions in the context of Hong Kong.  
 
In viewing of heavy administrative burden for most in-service teachers and the uneven 
distribution of resources in Hong Kong education, it is difficult for teachers to create videos 
for one particular subject as researchers normally suggested to tailor-made the teaching 
materials for each lesson. It is noticed that teachers generally have been receiving the IT 
support program delivered by experience teachers annually, which invited by the IT in 
Education Centre of Excellence (CoE) Scheme from the Education Bureau. However, it is 
reminded that most schools in Hong Kong do not have adequate or well-established IT 
hardware and software system support within the whole school. Though RTHK LS Net (香港
電台通識網), which is the popular website using by most Liberal Studies teachers in Hong 
Kong, is updating the website constantly with lots of background information and guiding 
questions related to the current issues, the data base is still very limited. Therefore, by focusing 
on the spectacular context in Hong Kong, this study is going to figure out a “foolproof method” 
(Efron, 2013: 3) or develop a framework in integrating the existing online videos into Liberal 
Studies teaching in favor of the hustle and bustle life of Liberal Studies teachers.  
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Chapter 3: Methodology 
 
In this section, research questions are being introduced, followed by the illustration of this 
research design. Action research will be the methodology of this qualitative research. 
Background of the participants, procedures of data collection, as well as the method for data 
analysis will be described in this chapter.  
 
3.1 Research questions 
Due to the lack of research on using video as a teaching and learning tool in the context of 
Hong Kong classroom, this study examined the pragmatic ways of maximizing the 
effectiveness of video among the teaching and learning process inside classroom. This inquiry 
also looked into the practical difficulties and challenges of teachers in selecting and choosing 
the appropriate videos in the preparing for the lessons. In this study, the following research 
questions were listed below: 
1. How do Liberal Studies teachers make use of video to increase learning motivation of 
students in class? 
2. What are the possible challenges in integrating video clips into the curriculum for Liberal 
Studies teachers nowadays? 
 
3.2 Research Design 
This study aims at exploring more pragmatic means and improving the teaching strategies in 
enhancing the processes of teaching and learning under a particular school setting. To provide 
an in-depth and insightful analysis, qualitative approach is adopted for this inquiry. In the 
qualitative analysis, data are being reviewed, synthesized and interpreted in order to explain 
and describe a particular phenomenon being investigated (Olafson, Feucht & Marchand, 2013). 
A qualitative educational research is planned to examine natural school environments and put 
the focus on the meanings of those experiences of the researcher in these settings (Efron, 2013). 
It is hoped that such approach can facilitate the researcher to make sense of the unique 
educational experience in responding the research questions accurately.  
 
3.3 Methods for data collection: Action research 
In this inquiry, action research is chosen to be the research method as it allows flexibility in 
modifying the strategies for better improvement based on the general observation of students’ 
behavior. The goal of the study is to improve the practice of the researcher and foster 
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professional growth by getting to know the students and developing new strategies. By putting 
the theories into practice, the observable changes are being examined in order to make changes 
in education in a bottom-up process (Efron, 2013). The narrative description of both teachers 
and students’ doing and saying are collected as qualitative data sources (Pelton, 2010). The 
whole process is going to be conducted in a natural learning environment without any 
interferences for research purposes (Pelton, 2010). With reference to Efron (2013), researcher 
will develop a plan for action based on the diagram shows below. 
 
 
Figure: The six cyclical steps of action research (p. 8) 
 
3.3.1 Teacher-as-Researcher Journals 
Reflection in teaching is usually regarded as a very important step in education. In this sense, 
teachers will think deeply about students, the role of teacher, the difficulties encountered and 
its related solutions (Pelton, 2010). Such reflective data refer to what the researcher have 
written in the journals and do reflection on it. These data are the useful information for 
designing the next cycle in the planning stage. It involves lesson plans, video links and teaching 
materials, which considered to be a “teacher document” (Pelton, 2010: 31). The researcher 
needs to capture the important details and write it down in a journal for each cycle in this study. 
Planning before the class conduct, implementing it in class and reflecting it after class will be 
the big three steps for this inquiry. While the first step helps the researcher to respond to the 
research question two, the whole process facilitates the discussion for research question one. 
  
 
Step	1:	
Identify	a	
problem
Step	2:	
Gather	
background	
information
Step	3:	
Design	the	
study
Step	4:	
Collect	data
Step	5:	
Analyze	and	
interpret	
data
Step	6:	
Implement	
and	share	
the	findings
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3.3.2 Observation and Video records 
Teacher see and hear are regarded as another essential quality for making breakthrough in 
education. As it is relatively difficult in teaching and observing the students at the same time, 
the researcher is video-taped the lessons for each cycle. This enables the researcher to recognize 
and understand the links or disparities between teacher’s instruction and students’ learning 
when watching the records afterwards. Researcher will considerably interact with individuals 
at the setting of study and acknowledge the biases and subjectivity (Efron, 2013). To 
minimalize the biases existed in the teacher-as-researcher journals, the researcher invites 
several critical friends to comment on each cycle by providing them the lessons being video-
taped. They served as a monitor and helps to point out the blind point that the researcher might 
neglect in the inquiry process. Responses from individual student are invited to identify the 
room for improvements of each cycle.  
 
3.4 Background of Participants 
All research data in this study is collected from one single CMI Band 1 secondary school, 
S.K.H. Chan Young Secondary School, and focuses on one Form 5 Liberal Studies class. The 
class is conducted in Period 5 to Period 6 at 11:45am to 1:05pm. There are total 29 students in 
the class (19 female and 10 male students) and they are all Chinese. They studied in the science 
stream and their academic ability is above average among the whole form. Students scored the 
highest average marks in the subject of Liberal Studies in the previous tests and exams. As told 
by my mentor, they are familiar with the approach of watching video during the Liberal Studies 
lessons. 
 
3.5 Data Collection Procedure 
This is an eight-weeks study, beginning in late February to mid-April in 2016. The entire 
process is divided into five cycles and each cycle refers to a double lesson (i.e. 80 minutes in 
total). The teaching direction and content in this study will be focus on Module 4 Globalization 
and Module 5 Public Health. The plan for cycle 1 is the combination of the previous teaching 
experience of researcher, approaches suggested in the literature and recommendation given by 
researcher’s mentor. The following cycles will be modified and designed with reference to the 
data collected for previous cycle and be implemented in the next cycle.  The following table 
illustrates the major direction for each cycle. 
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3.6 Data Analysis 
Interim analysis will be adopted for examining the data collected from teacher-as-researcher 
journals. The emphasis of this approach allows the researcher to make decisions about what 
and how to teach in future by timely reflecting on one’s teaching and learning (Efron, 2013). 
A set of guiding questions is listed below, which for evaluating the lesson plan for each cycle, 
and details will be stated on the teacher-as-researcher journals at the appendix. 
a. What is the reasons behind this lesson design? 
b. What went well in the lesson? 
c. How could it be improved? Any modifications should be made for future lessons? 
The analysis will only focus on the things found within the context of the above guiding 
questions, especially about the learning of students and the impact of teaching strategies. The 
initial lesson plans and teaching materials, attached in the appendix, are the supplementary 
documents for further analysis.  
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Chapter 4: Results 
 
In this chapter, the initial setting of each cycle will be summarized and described clearly in a 
table form. Under such environment, students’ behavior is being observed and depicted in the 
teacher-as-researcher journals (see in the appendix). For each section, the first part will be focus 
on the relationship between the planned actions and motivation of students. The second part 
will list out the suggestions or improvements for each cycle with reference to researcher own 
observation and comment from critical friends. The third part will illustrate the challenges 
teachers faced when integrating video into the Liberal Studies curriculum.  
 
4.1 Cycle 1 
Table 1: Initial setting for Cycle 1 
 
4.1.1 Relationship between the planned actions and motivation of students 
The video was illustrated the advantages and controversial comments towards globalization. 
Students are expected to figure out the views mentioned in the video. Although the video only 
lasted for 5 minutes, students began yawning, looking around and talking with their neighbors. 
Without pausing the video, students said that it was a bit long and asked teacher to write down 
some key points on the blackboard. They claimed that it might easily to loose track if they had 
nothing in their hands. It is observed that they would not take notes on voluntary basis even 
teacher stressed that they needed to write down something during video watching. This led 
them cannot be able to fully utilize the information from the video during the post-discussion 
section. Only three of them (out of 29 students) could express their opinions with reference to 
the video content. In this lesson, the motivation of students seems to be low under this 
arrangement. 
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4.1.2 Suggestions or Improvements 
ü Pause the video to address key ideas with explanation 
ü Write down the key ideas on the blackboard 
ü Provide a layout of the video (e.g. guiding worksheet)  
 
4.1.3 Challenges faced by the researcher in this cycle 
For the topic of globalization, there is abundant resources (about 141,000 results) provided on 
the YouTube channel (see the picture below). Researcher spent much time on finding the 
relevant video to incorporate into this lessons. Most of them are online lectures offered by the 
 
Picture: Searching results about “globalization” 
universities and its content might be too difficult for a secondary school student to master and 
understand. This took times to select the most appropriate video with simple and clear 
illustration for presenting in the lesson. The video was being selected after spending four hours 
in watching about thirty videos on the website.  
 
4.2 Cycle 2 
Table 2: Initial setting for Cycle 2 
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4.2.1 Relationship between the planned actions and motivation of students 
The videos illustrated how Chinese government respond to the influence of globalization in 
different perspectives. Students are expected to find out the answer from the 1st video while to 
figure out the facts and opinions mentioned in the 2nd video. Asking students to guess the 
answers of the four questions stated on the worksheet (see the appendix – Cycle 2 Teaching 
Materials), just one to two students try to predict the answers. They pay special attention to 
identify the answer by picking up the pen to drop notes frequently. After watching the video, 
nearly the whole class voiced out answers from their seat when teacher looked for responses.  
For the 2nd video, the researcher divided it into 3 sections and explained the complicated 
concepts with the use of powerpoint. Students generally had a negative feeling towards the 
program as it was produced by China Central Television (CCTV). As it was a Putonghua 
program, most students grumbled that they cannot listen and comprehend the whole script 
without subtitles shown in the video. Some students gave up and disengaged from the video by 
putting their pens down, listening impassively and cupping their chin in their hand. Until 
teacher paused the video and explained the concepts, they became attentive and actively 
dropped down notes from the powerpoint. They admitted that the video was informative but it 
was hardly to follow loads of information due to the language barrier.  
 
4.2.2 Suggestions or Improvements 
ü Address the purpose and usefulness of the video before playing  
ü Better to choose a video with subtitle  
ü Worksheet should have more guidelines (e.g. guiding questions / framework of the video) 
in helping students to catch up the ideas in an easier way 
ü Transcript of the video can be delivered to students for better understanding or revision 
 
4.2.3 Challenges faced by the researcher in this cycle 
Teacher should have a thorough understanding and be familiarized towards the selected video 
as teacher need to set out a worksheet for students while watching the video. After spent several 
hours in selecting the videos this time, researcher had written detailed notes for each video 
before working out the whole set of worksheet. For the two-minutes video, researcher used 
about fifteen minutes in writing down the main points (see Picture 1) while it spent an hour for 
the ten-minutes video (see Picture 2). As the 2nd video involved many complex concepts, 
teacher needed to search for more information and examples for better illustration in preparing 
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for the powerpoint explanation. Thus, these tripled the time spent on preparing teaching 
materials for the lesson when compared to Cycle 1.  
                      
                 Picture 1: Notes for 1st video                        Picture 2: Notes for 2nd video 
 
 
4.3 Cycle 3 
Table 3: Initial setting for Cycle 3 
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4.3.1 Relationship between the planned actions and motivation of students 
The videos introduced the background of Zika in Brazil and its spread out to the world. Students 
are expected to understand the general development of Zika and figure out the key ideas from 
the video. As Zika has been a very popular topic in these days, students had high expectation 
and were highly motivated to know more about this infectious disease. Nearly all students 
(except one SEN student) picked up the pen and tried to fill in the blanks on the worksheet 
provided (see the appendix – Cycle 3 Teaching materials). They said, 
“it is difficult to write down the answers without any information provided.” 
Therefore, when the researcher addressed the purpose of these video and then played the 1st 
video, it is observed that most students looked at the screen attentively and pay special attention 
to watch the video. Students are highly engaged in class as all of them were able to figure out 
the answers on the worksheet at last. They confessed that it was much easier to follow when 
video content was summarized into a flowchart. Yet, for 2nd and 3rd videos, the motivation of 
students was gradually decreased as they tended to put down their pens and just watched 
passively. Background information of Zika was repeated several times in different 
interpretations but with same meaning among the three videos. They began to have grumbles 
at their seats and said softly,  
“it is too difficult to watch the video and reorganizes the information in a 
systematic presentation at the same time, though there is a model provided 
for reference.” 
This indicated more time and guidance are needed for such practice. It is reminded that teacher 
interrupted by pausing the video with explanation helped to redraw students’ attention. In 
contrast, students were delighted when transcripts were delivered at the end of lesson. They 
said,  
“videos that have shown in today’s lesson help to visualize the fact-based 
particulars and strengthen our memories. This provided a general picture of 
the issue and enabled us to engage into further inquiry later.” 
In later sessions, few students expressed their interests towards the topic and have been 
continuously aware of the news of Zika at home.  
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4.3.2 Suggestions or Improvements 
ü Give more time and space for students to organize the messages extracted from videos 
ü Tailor-made the video to avoid redundant information 
ü Make use of the video content as an example in illustrating the given exercise  
 
4.3.3 Challenges faced by the researcher in this cycle 
As the literature suggested, it would better if teacher could find out a series of short videos to 
show in class (Bull & Bell, 2010). However, in reality, it seems to be difficult in using a series 
of related videos in a lesson. This really required so much time and efforts in choosing and 
thinking about the sequence of playing the videos, as well as tailor-made the lesson materials 
in order to incorporate into the assigned curriculum. But if teacher succeed in designing well 
with the chosen videos, the whole lesson flow will be more coherent by providing related 
activities. For this cycle, the researcher used three hours in searching for the videos. Fortunately, 
the videos selected had transcripts attached on NowTV website. Instead of solely stating the 
guiding questions on worksheet as in Cycle 2 did, extra endeavor is needed in designing the 
flowchart (see the appendix – Cycle 3 Teaching materials) for students to follow the video 
content in a convenient manner.  
 
4.4 Cycle 4 
Table 4: Initial setting for Cycle 4 
 
4.4.1 Relationship between the planned actions and motivation of students 
The videos depicted the relationship between drug patent and generic drug. At the beginning 
of the lesson, students noticed that information in this video would be a data source for them 
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to justify their answers in the databased question section (see the appendix – Cycle 4 lesson 
plan). As they gradually got used to such practice, they were conscious of the necessity of note-
taking by pulling out foolscap papers voluntary and got ready for the video podcast. Yet, while 
playing the video, only 10 students (total number of students in class: 29) dropped notes and 
the other just seated and listened. Those “passive receivers” did looked at the screen from the 
start to the end said, 
“We remembered most information mentioned from the video but we don’t 
know what are the key ideas that worth for writing the down without your 
(teacher) guidance.” 
This indicated that students did pay attention to the long video but still relied on teacher’s 
guidance for note-taking. Rather than providing a worksheet, the researcher tried to make use 
of blackboard writing in order to demonstrate how to extract major ideas from the video with 
students together in class. Such practice amazed some students by saying that  
“how can you (teacher) organize the information in such a systematic 
manner by just watching the video once? We don’t know where to start our 
writing, Miss. Can you suggest few ways for us to adopt?” 
Extracting information from the source is the step before one’s to carry on further analysis. 
Blackboard writing, to a certain extent, is able to keep students on the track and participates in 
class for this case. Although it is a long video, pausing video at appropriate moment is similar 
to playing a series of short videos within the whole lesson. Asking questions during each pause 
helps to draw back student’s attention and re-invite them into the discussion. For the databased 
question exercise, 26 of them handed in their works while above half of the class were able to 
use the examples of video by supporting their stance (see the selected examples below).  
       
                 Student’s sample 1                                                 Student’s sample 2 
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4.4.2 Suggestions or Improvements 
ü It can invite a student to take notes on the blackboard instead of teacher to write on board 
during video watching 
ü Provide a worksheet especially for long video playing 
ü Time is needed for students to think about the questions for each sub-section  
 
4.4.3 Challenges faced by the researcher in this cycle 
In this cycle, researcher had spent two hours in figuring out the video and went through the 
episode for twice. With better understanding of the video content, it facilitated teacher to design 
the databased question exercise by drawing linkage between these two sections. Since it is a 
long video, the researcher has made use of the app iMovie to cut the video into different sections 
(see Picture 3 below). However, it cannot be used in the classroom due to technical problem. 
The classroom computer did not support the format of the products of iMovie, which forced 
the researcher to use back the original online version. A format converter, Free MP4 converter, 
has been found afterwards which helps to transform the video into MP4 format (see Picture 4 
below). The school computers could only support video in MP4 version. Therefore, other 
factors such as technical support would affect the teaching and learning process under these 
circumstances.  
         
 Picture 3: Tailor-made the video by iMovie                    Picture 4: Free MP4 converter 
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4.5 Cycle 5 
Table 5: Initial setting for Cycle 5 
 
 
4.5.1 Relationship between the planned actions and motivation of students 
For this cycle, videos were selected by the eight presenters. They chose a topic to present to 
the whole class and picked the controversial part to invite whole class discussion. Unexpectedly, 
all of the presenters prepared their presentation well with high quality work. They said it was 
rare to have such opportunity in choosing their favorite topic to discuss with their classmates. 
They also recognized the difficulties in selecting just 1 to 2 minutes from the video to address 
the issue. They believed there were many parts that worth for discussion. It is observed that 
nearly the whole class was energetic in this lesson as some of them kept asking the teacher, 
 “when can I present the topic to the whole class? I really want to share my 
topic to the whole class and see how they respond to my questions.” 
During the presentation, every student was very concentrated to the presented issues and 
watched carefully towards the videos shown in class. There was evidence to show their 
engagement as they asked questions for further information and clarification. For example, 
after watching the video and listening the whole presentation, they queried, 
1. “How does this issue related to personal level?” (Topic: New media) 
2. “How does the development of brownfield sites solve land shortage 
problem in Hong Kong? In your opinion, what do you think? (Follow-up 
question) Do you think the suggestion of country park development can 
fix housing woes in Hong Kong?” (Topic: Issue of brownfield sites) 
From their active responses, it seems that students are quite motivated and satisfied in 
designing the lesson topic. The communication between the presenters and the class 
encouraged the influx of critical ideas and questions, which helps to develop positive learning 
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atmosphere. Teacher, in this case, can be a facilitator and step in to guide students to evaluate 
the issue in deeper sense.  
 
4.5.2 Suggestions or Improvements 
ü Ask students to comment and justify the viewpoints mentioned in the selected scene 
ü Ask guiding questions in appropriate moment (e.g. do not let the lesson be silent for few 
minutes and just wait for students’ responses) 
 
4.5.3 Challenges faced by the researcher in this cycle 
In this cycle, teacher needed not to select videos online for lesson preparation and it seems 
teacher did nothing in this cycle as all videos were chosen by students. But there were several 
reminders that required students to be aware of when choosing the video, for example,  
(1) What kind of program they are encouraged to choose? 
(2) What type of videos are not allowed to show in class? (e.g. violence, pornography) 
(3) What are the educational value behind the selected video? 
(4) What implication do students find from the selected video? 
(5) How can students make use of the selected video to facilitate learning in the class?  
These questions are the major reminders for students to keep in mind when doing this 
assignment. Although the lesson is student-oriented, teacher still play an important role in 
guiding students and providing direction for them to go ahead.  
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Chapter 5: Discussion  
 
5.1 Ways of using video to increase students’ learning motivation in L.S. classroom 
As suggested by many scholars, most teenage nowadays is regarded as “digital natives” and 
believed that most of them are familiar with such technological advancement. Yet, students 
involved in this research claimed that they spent little time or no time in watching videos for 
learning purposes at home due to various factors. They admitted that their motivation is largely 
triggered by what kind of videos teacher has introduced in lessons. In this study, motivation of 
students is measured in terms of their level of participation and engagement in class.  
 
5.1.1 The source of students’ motivation in the subject of Liberal Studies 
Literature suggested that intrinsic motivation plays an important role for students to engage in 
a deep learning process (Bravo, Amante, Simo, Enache, & Fernandez, 2011). It is noted that 
students’ learning character is an essential factor that affect the level of motivation of students. 
In this research, it is found that the motivation of students to study Liberal Studies is largely 
based on a utilitarian purpose, i.e. to tackle the public examination and receive tertiary 
education. This became the major mental support in motivating students to participate in class 
as they often regarded Liberal Studies is a subject with loads of information that cannot find 
the way to begin with. Whether students would be attentive in class are largely based on the 
calculation of the “usefulness” of the lesson. From the perspective of students in this study, the 
word “usefulness” means: (1) how much information they can acquire in the lesson; (2) how 
many new concepts that have introduced with user-friendly explanation and provided with 
specific examples; (3) how these introduced information and knowledge be applied in the 
public exam.   
 
5.1.2 Integrating video into Liberal Studies teaching and learning  
Studies realized that low achievers benefit more in video learning when compared to high 
achievers. High achievers tend to think videos is wasting time and useless in learning (Shih & 
Gamon, 2001). However, participants of this research are regarded as high achievers among 
the whole form in that school. In general, they believed that video as content explanation helps 
to strengthen their memories and better understanding as suggested by numerous studies. 
Unlike reading the text, videos involve many images and pictures, which students are absorbing 
and understanding ideas better with image form. While Liberal Studies is a subject with diverse 
topics and involves many abstract concepts, words are hardly to offer a well illustration for 
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students to comprehend certain complex ideas. They will be bored and distracted soon if 
teacher talks too much in the lesson. Thus, video, as an information provider, will be a good 
vehicle to deliver some basic factual news and gather multiple perspectives to be shown in an 
animated medium.  
 
In the inquiry process, there are number of essential and influential elements that deserved our 
further attention in using video to enhance students’ learning motivation in class, which will 
be shown in the following tables (Table 1, 2 and 3).  
 
Table 1: Length and total number of the selected video in the lesson 
 
 
Firstly, regarding to the collected data in this study, there are no absolute correlations between 
the length of video and motivation of students as the literature suggested. Keddie (2014) 
suggested to keep the video within a minute and no more than 3 minutes as a whole. In fact, it 
is quite hard to find a one-minute video to illustrate the issue in a thorough manner. From the 
data summarized in Table 1, it is shown that short video can also be demotivated students while 
long video is not necessary upset students in class if teacher know when to pause the video or 
divided the video content into several sub-sections. It is suggested that each sub-sections should 
keep within 3 minutes and then ask questions to maintain students’ attention in class. It depends 
on students’ interests towards the topic and the related instructional design in that lesson.  
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Table 2: Language and subtitles of the selected video  
 
Secondly, languages of the video do matter as students learned better if the video is podcast in 
their mother tongue (Littlejohn, Hicks, Aspinall & Bethell, 1996). Students in Cycle 2 
expressed their anxious that they cannot follow the flow and miss out the important information 
mentioned from the video by just listening without the help of subtitles. Though the video in 
Cycle 1 is in Cantonese, it would be better to have subtitles on each video, no matter what 
languages they are. It is admitted that students felt comfortable in watching the video of their 
mother tongue rather than second languages. However, when studying about the module of 
globalization and modern China, sometimes it tends to be difficult in finding the video that 
both suits the curriculum and students’ language ability. Transcription might help under these 
circumstances.  
 
Table 3: Role of video in class and the related instructional strategies  
 
Thirdly, the role of video plays in each lesson should be identified and uses with appropriate 
instructional strategies. Video is a good teaching tool that most Liberal Studies teacher will be 
familiar with. Yet, sometimes students might not know the reasons why teacher shows this 
video to us and wonder what are the implication behind. Thus, as suggested by Hammond and 
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Lee (2010), teacher should address the purpose of watching the selected video and highlight 
the main ideas before playing the video. By practicing those suggestions given by Keddie 
(2014), asking students to predict the ongoing movement mentioned in the video is an 
adoptable approach. Accordingly, students have higher sense of achievement if they guess it 
right. Even they guess it wrong, they claimed that the messages were deeply embedded in their 
mind with this practice. As shown in Table 3, the role of video varied in different cycles with 
different strategies. Students were get used to watch the video with supplementary worksheet 
and regarded the video content as a medium in helping them to construct knowledge better. 
The below diagram will outline the approaches that adopted by researcher in the inquiry 
process, which can be divided into three stages: 
 
Source: Summarized by the researcher 
 
5.1.3 New Model generated based on the collected data 
The typical Liberal Studies lesson involves group discussion and student presentation with 
instant teacher’s feedback. Yet, when video is used to integrate into the curriculum, there 
should have a new approach with such paradigm shift. Researcher would bring out the general 
setting and arrangement of the new model in greater details in the following parts.  
 
5.1.3.1 Teaching goal 
Parallel development should be encouraged in Liberal Studies lessons. Here, “parallel” means 
to help students to tackle the public examination questions and to develop students’ thinking 
process towards an issue at the same time. With reference to the Curriculum and Assessment 
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Guide (2007), the goal of Liberal Studies is to develop student critical thinking and view the 
issues from multiples perspectives. But it is noticed that practice examination questions and 
develop students’ thinking process are not mutually exclusive. To satisfy the high-sounding 
principles and cruel exam-oriented reality, lessons could be conducted with the combination of 
these two major beliefs. The new model is designed based on this faith (see the diagram below).  
 
5.1.3.2 Whole lesson setting 
The whole lesson aims to respond to one key inquiry question by using the learning experience 
in that particular lesson. Through the process, teacher makes use of video to introduce the 
background information of the chosen issue and investigate it from different perspectives. Still 
images or viewpoints from different stakeholders will be addressed to open the floor for 
discussion. Based on the interaction between students and video, students and teacher, students 
and students, teacher as facilitator steps in and guides students to draw linkage back to the 
major inquiry question of the lesson by using their learning experience. Drilling practice will 
be delivered at the end of lesson to consolidate the acquired knowledge. Exam techniques and 
its related writing structure will also be mentioned for public exam preparation (see the diagram 
below).  
 
5.1.3.3 Roles and functions of video in Liberal Studies lessons 
In this research, the major roles and functions of video as a teaching tool in Liberal Studies 
classroom can be categorized into: (1) video as content explanation; and (2) video as trigger in 
facilitating discussion. For the first one, teacher can make use of the “pause and explain” 
approach (Hammond & Lee, 2010) to enrich students’ horizons by using videos to provide 
factual information and diverse viewpoints of the public. For the second one, teacher can utilize 
the “pause and discuss” approach (Hammond & Lee, 2010) to invite dialogue by using the still 
images or tailor-made stakeholder’s opinion for discussion. These provide a valuable 
opportunity for students to develop their analytical ability through the practice of extracting 
appropriate information to justify one’s stance critically.  
 
5.1.3.4 Supplementary tool accompanies to the use of video 
Worksheet would be used to record down the learning and thinking process of students. It is 
designed with reference to video contents and laid down series of guiding question for 
addressing the issue. Worksheet, thus, served as teaching and learning guidance by showing 
the thinking process of how teacher will handle the preset inquiry question. At the preliminary 
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level, this provides a general structure for students to imitate. For the advance stage, students 
are encouraged to transform teacher’s model into their own unique framework, or to create 
another structure for effective learning. On the other hand, not only can these notes be the 
foundation for students to carry on analysis and discussion in class, but also for revision and 
further inquiry after class. It is a process to facilitate students to document their learning in an 
organized manner, which enriches students’ own Liberal Studies database and seems to create 
their own “Wikipedia” in the process.  
 
Diagram: New Model for Liberal Studies lesson suggested by the researcher 
 
5.2 Possible challenges in integrating videos into the curriculum for teachers nowadays 
Apart from the technical problems suggested in literature, in the process of inquiry, the 
researcher encountered several problems while incorporating videos into the Liberal Studies 
curriculum. The following will list out the challenges that might face by most teachers.  
 
5.2.1 Time Constraint 
It is acknowledged that there have been abundant sources on the internet and many educational 
videos available online nowadays. Yet, teacher needs to filter those online videos and only few 
of them are related to the curriculum. In the study, the average time spent on choosing video 
was around four hours in searching for and going through the videos for each cycle. Compared 
to the heavy administrative affairs an in-service teacher has, it seems to be impossible to spend 
long time in searching for appropriate videos for daily teaching. Thus, the resource-sharing 
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websites such as RTHK LS Net has been a good platform for Liberal Studies teachers to pick 
the appropriate video when time is not allowed for well lesson preparation. This website not 
only provide accessible videos, it also divided the video into sub-sections with guiding 
questions and relevant teaching materials. 
 
5.2.2 Purpose of using video in class 
Teacher should be aware of the fundamental purpose of using video in classroom teaching. 
Frankly speaking, it is quite easy to slip into the track of using video “blindly” in the lesson. 
This means that teacher sometimes may want to use the video without any real purposes (e.g. 
might be just want to let students watch or to teach less by playing a long video).  As many 
details need to be kept in mind in finding the video online, it is suggested teacher should stay 
alert in choosing video for educational purpose and have a checklist in written form to serve as 
a reminder (see the appendix – Reminder for selecting videos). It is reminded that video is just 
a means to an end, but not an end in itself. The role of teacher could not be diminished when 
using media inside classroom. 
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Chapter 6: Conclusion 
 
6.1 Conclusion 
To conclude, Liberal Studies is a demanding subject that required both teachers and students 
to keep up with the times. Information in the standardized textbooks have provided the basic 
direction for us to search for more details, but still far from what we can get from daily news 
and video reports. From students’ perspective, they admitted that video is a user-friendly 
medium for students to know unfamiliar pieces of information and views from different 
stakeholders. Picking up interesting videos will also enhance their learning motivation and help 
to reinforce their memories. Students’ sense of achievement will be increased if incorporated 
with related instructional strategies. Yet, choosing the right video without appropriate 
instruction would only make things worse and led students be off-tasked easily.  
 
The study reminded that teachers are expected to be fearless in exploring the possibilities of 
new technology in education (Leopard, 2013). Innovation will be seen if we are willing to step 
out from previous experience and the existing structure. It is noticed that teaching with media 
and technology is not equal to a one-size-fits-all approach. It required teacher to modify the 
approach from time to time and do better for the next lesson. This helps to inform teachers to 
do better based on frequent reflection. Teacher are suggested to provide guiding materials for 
students to catch up with the content and asked them to be aware of the intensive information 
delivered by the reporter. Media literacy skills, such as request students to have high analytical 
ability and train up their higher-ordered thinking, would be developed in the meantime. 
Therefore, it can be concluded that integrating videos into Liberal Studies classroom, to a large 
extent, is a way to increase students’ learning motivation and enrich their knowledge base with 
facilitating better knowledge construction. Other instructional design is needed to invite 
students for deeper analysis towards the given issue. 
 
6.2 Limitation 
Time would be one of the major restraints in collecting data during my teaching practicum. If 
the researcher had more lessons to try different types of video with those suggested pedagogies, 
more students’ behavior and attitude could be observed and analyzed in an in-depth manner. 
Students’ level of participation and learning motivation seem to be affected due to the different 
level of understanding of the topics in different cycles. However, the teaching reality is not 
allowed to teach the same topic in a class for more than once. Besides, the sampling size of this 
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study is just focused on one Form 5 class, which the result might be relatively specific and 
cannot represent the general situation of a Liberal Studies classroom. This research mainly 
focused on the role of video and its function on Liberal Studies classroom. It largely evaluated 
the length, language and subtitles, as well as the related instructional design when using video 
as a teaching and learning tool in class. There may have other elements that have not discussed 
in the study such as the types of video and the speaking pace of the host, which also play a role 
in affecting the learning motivation of students. Although the researcher has invited critical 
friends to monitor and give comments in the research process, bias was minimized but still 
existed as most observations were interpreted and analyzed from the personal view of 
researcher. It is recognized that finding a critical friend is quite hard as they might not have 
much experience on using video as a tool in the Liberal Studies classroom.  
 
6.3 Suggestions for further research 
This research should be a long term and an ongoing process to explore the ways in integrating 
videos into Liberal Studies teaching. Teacher will teach different students every year and 
teaching methods may vary in different classes, which needs to be modified with reference to 
the learning attitude and character of students. Thus, there might not have a one-size-fits-all 
approach but to find out more different approaches in enhancing students’ motivation with the 
integration of video in Liberal Studies lessons. Furthermore, the study could further extend to 
invite students to choose videos for learning in lessons rather than selecting by teachers. 
Students would be asked to do research towards a particular topic and present their findings in 
video format. Such creation of video symbolized their harvest of learning and enable students 
to have a sense of ownership about their learning. Peers could also benefit from the process of 
co-construction of knowledge. In presenting a more thorough situation of using video in Liberal 
Studies classroom effectively, further research may visit other schools with different bandings 
to identify the differences between the same approaches with different types of students.  
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Appendix 1: Cycle 1 Teacher-as-Reflection Journal – 25/2/2016 (Thursday) 
 
Appendix 1.1: Cycle 1 Lesson plan 
 
Banding:  Band 1 
MOI:  CMI in Liberal Studies 
Class:  Form 5 
Class size:  29 
Lesson Period: Period 5 – 6 (11:45 – 13:05) 
Lesson Duration:  80 minutes  
                               (Double lessons) 
 
Module 4:  
Globalization 
 
Key Inquiry Question in this lesson: 
How China respond to globalization? 
 
Topic taught in previous lesson: 
Globalization in terms of political, economic and 
cultural aspects 
 
Previous knowledge that can be referred to in 
the inquiry for the lesson: 
Ø Basic knowledge of Chinese history and 
development 
Ø Brief idea about the relations between 
globalization and Chinese development 
 
Learning Objectives: 
By the end of these lessons, it is hoped that students 
will be able to: 
 
1. Knowledge: 
a. Gain a brief idea of globalization 
b. Have a general understanding about 
globalization in Hong Kong 
c. Explore how globalization influence China 
 
2. Skills: 
a. Form personal judgment on an issue based on 
analyze from arguments from multiple 
perspectives  
b. Develop students’ listening and organization 
skills 
c. Develop students’ analytical ability 
 
3. Values: 
a. To be aware of the influence of globalization in 
both China and Hong Kong 
b. Develop a critical mind-set towards people’s 
opinions 
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DEVELOPMENT 
Time  
(mins) 
Main Questions  
 
Teacher Activities Pupil Activities Learning 
Objectives (LO) 
& Remarks 
5  
mins 
/ Setting up the computer 
and necessary materials 
Settle down and prepare for 
the lesson 
/ 
20 
mins 
What is 
globalization? 
Mind mapping  
Recall students’ 
memories of previous 
lessons about 
globalization 
Responding to teacher 
To voice out their acquired 
knowledge and perceptions 
about globalization 
1a 
10 
mins 
What is 
globalization and its 
influences to Hong 
Kong? 
Video watching 
Provide another 
perspectives of 
globalization for further 
discussion and 
exploration 
Listening 
Pay attention to the video 
and be critical towards the 
opinions from different 
stakeholders 
1a; 1b; 2b 
 
Video: 
細說全球化 
https://www.youtu
be.com/watch?v=p
2ehiCrdlL0 
20 
mins 
What is 
globalization and its 
influences to Hong 
Kong? 
Analyze the video 
• Act as a facilitator to 
help students to 
figure out the key 
ideas and major 
opinions mentioned 
in the video 
• Stimulate students to 
think the justification 
behind their opinions 
Identify the main idea 
• Able to point out the 
major arguments 
presented in the video 
 
Express their opinions 
• To give ideas and 
comments regarding to 
the video 
1a; 1b; 2a; 
2b; 2c; 3a; 3b 
 
 
 
Remarks: 
Blackboard note 
taking 
15 
mins 
How China is 
developing in recent 
years? 
Check students’ prior 
knowledge about 
Chinese development 
Ask students to provide 
several examples about 
recent Chinese 
development 
Demonstrate their prior 
knowledge in Module 3: 
Modern China 
To show understanding of 
Chinese development such 
as entering WTO, national 
and diplomatic policy, etc. 
1c; 2b; 3a 
 
 
Remarks: 
Blackboard note 
taking 
10 
mins 
How China respond 
to globalization? 
Consolidation 
Provide a timeline to 
indicate how China is 
being influenced by 
globalization.  
Draw linkage 
To draw linkage between 
the idea of globalization and 
the development in China  
1c; 2a; 2c; 3a 
 
Remarks: 
Worksheet 
 
 
END OF LESSON 
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Appendix 1.2: Cycle 1 Teaching Materials 
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Appendix 1.3: Cycle 1 Reflection 
 
1. What is the reasons behind this lesson design? 
With reference to the lesson observation before the start of my teaching, my mentor told 
me that the ability of students in this class are above average and they get used to watch 
video in learning Liberal Studies. Hence, I selected the video in summarizing what they 
learnt in the previous lessons and encouraged students to make use of the video description 
to explore the impact brought by globalization. Discussion is conducted before and after 
showing the video, which aims to enable students to discover the differences between their 
perception and other people’s perspectives towards globalization. In the process, they are 
anticipated to think what evidence the particular stakeholder has held and lead them to have 
such way of opinion. A consolidation exercise (i.e. the timeline) is given at the last session 
of the lesson for giving a clear demonstration of how Chinese government respond to the 
influences of globalization. 
 
2. What went well in the lesson? 
Students were pay attention in class during the video-watching, though seems to be 
distracted after several minutes. Few were able to remember the description of 
globalization from the video and put into discussion with their peers in later part. Making 
use of the video content to conduct an immediate discussion and analysis could check 
students’ understanding and whether they were attentive while watching the video. If they 
lost track or missed out the main parts, such practice could overcome these weaknesses in 
this case. Thus, the whole class could mostly learn at the same pace with teacher’s guidance 
and clarification. 
 
3. How could it be improved? 
It is observed that some students cannot figure out the key ideas from the video and some 
might soon forgot the details mentioned in the video. They said that sometimes they wanted 
to share their ideas but they cannot give examples or comment to the views extracted from 
the video because of their short term memory. Until I wrote something down on board 
during the discussion, things got smoothly and they became more engage in the lesson. It 
is suggested that I should provide a worksheet with some direction about the video and lay 
down some spaces for them to take notes. I used to think that a 5-minute video should be 
alright for students in this class but they felt bored and tired based on their facial expression 
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while watching. Perhaps the lesson is nearly lunch time but I just think this might be one 
of the reasons of students lacking concentration. With such short attention span, it is better 
to pause the video when necessary and provide further explanation immediately in order to 
draw back students’ attention from time to time. 
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Appendix 2: Cycle 2 Teacher-as-Reflection Journal – 29/2/2016 (Monday) 
 
Appendix 2.1: Cycle 2 Lesson plan 
 
Banding:  Band 1 
MOI:  CMI in Liberal Studies 
Class:  Form 5 
Class size:  29 
Lesson Period: Period 5 – 6 (11:45 – 13:05) 
Lesson Duration:  80 minutes  
                               (Double lessons) 
 
Module 4:  
Globalization 
 
Key Inquiry Question in this lesson: 
Comment on how Chinese government respond 
to the influences of globalization. 
 
Topic taught in previous lesson: 
The development of China; 
Relationship between Chinese development and 
globalization 
 
Previous knowledge that can be referred to in 
the inquiry for the lesson: 
Ø Basic knowledge of Chinese history and 
development 
Ø Brief idea about the relations between 
Chinese development and globalization 
 
Learning Objectives: 
By the end of these lessons, it is hoped that students 
will be able to: 
 
1. Knowledge: 
a. Grasp a general understanding of how 
globalization influence Chinese development 
b. Evaluate the impact of China enters WTO 
c. To gain a brief idea of Chinese recent 
development and its symbolic meaning in 
diplomatic arena  
 
2. Skills: 
a. Develop students’ analytical ability 
b. Train up students’ thinking in multiple 
perspectives 
c. Form personal judgment on an issue based on 
analysis from arguments  
 
3. Values: 
a. Develop a sense of relevance to China 
b. Develop a critical mind-set towards people’s 
comments and opinions 
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DEVELOPMENT 
Time  
(mins) 
Main Questions  
 
Teacher Activities Pupil Activities Learning 
Objectives 
(LO) & 
Remarks 
5  
mins 
/ Setting up the computer and 
necessary materials 
Settle down and prepare for 
the lesson 
 
/ 
10 
mins 
Comment on how 
Chinese 
government 
respond to the 
influences of 
globalization. 
Analyze the exam question 
Teacher provide a question at 
the beginning and explain how 
to answer the “comment”- 
question category in terms of 
structure and related content. 
Note-taking 
Try to answer the question 
with their approach first and 
then listen to teacher’s 
suggestion to find out the 
differences between these 
two approaches. 
 
2a 
 
 
Remarks: 
Worksheet 
10  
mins 
How China respond 
to globalization? 
Recall students’ memories by 
highlighting the important 
events from the worksheet 
 
Reinforce their previous 
acquired knowledge 
Able to observe the 
interconnection between 
Chinese and global 
development 
 
1a 
 
Remarks: 
Worksheet for 
last lesson 
 
20 
mins 
What is the impact 
on China of 
entering into the 
WTO? 
Video playing 
Before playing the video, 
teacher should highlight the 
questions print out on the 
worksheet and ask students to 
find the answer in the meantime 
 
Mind map 
When the video is over, teacher 
will summarize the video 
content into a mind map to 
show a clear relation to students 
 
 
Elaboration of Key words  
Important key words and 
concepts would be explained in 
a simpler way with daily 
examples 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Answer the questions 
stated on the worksheet and 
take notes while watching 
 
 
 
 
Multiple perspectives 
From the case of WTO, 
students are expected to 
analyze both the positive 
and negative impacts 
brought to China. 
 
Listening 
To drop notes and expand 
their liberal studies data 
base 
1a; 1b; 2a 
2b; 3a 
 
Video (2’51): 
中國入世分
析
https://www.y
outube.com/w
atch?v=pIoeIo
qCANQ 
 
Remarks: 
Worksheet, 
powerpoint 
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30 
mins 
How China respond 
or react to the 
influences brought 
by globalization 
recently? 
Video playing 
Before playing the video, 
teacher should highlight the 
questions print out on the 
worksheet and ask students to 
find the answer in the meantime 
 
Elaboration of Key words  
Important key words and 
concepts would be explained in 
a simpler way with daily 
examples 
 
Introduce recent Chinese 
policies such as One Belt One 
Road, railway diplomacy, 
energy diplomacy, AIIB, etc. 
 
Known and Unknowns 
Students are expected to 
make use of this approach, 
which introduced in lesson 
1, to identify what they have 
already known and what 
have not in the video. With 
this approach, they are 
encouraged to be aware of 
their capabilities and pursue 
their knowledge further. 
 
Listening 
To drop notes and expand 
their liberal studies data 
base  
1a; 1c; 2a;  
2c; 3a; 3b 
 
Video 
(10’16): 
石齊平中國
模式全球化
https://www.y
outube.com/w
atch?v=fMUv
4DUP4_Y 
 
Remarks: 
Worksheet, 
powerpoint 
 
5  
mins 
Comment on how 
Chinese 
government 
respond to the 
influences of 
globalization. 
Conclusion 
• Summarize the structure and 
skills of writing  
• Summarize the content and 
arguments mentioned in this 
lesson 
• Ask students to generate 
their own arguments based 
on the sources they have in 
the lesson 
 
Integration 
Students are encouraged to 
integrate the skills 
introduced at the beginning 
of the lesson and using the 
examples shown in the two 
videos in order to answer 
the key inquiry question on 
their own. 
 
1a; 1b; 1c; 2a; 
2b; 2c; 3a; 3b 
 
FOLLOW-UP WORK / HOMEWORK 
• Students are asked to formulate the arguments supported with valid evidence and handed in to the teacher in 
the next lesson. 
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Appendix 2.2: Cycle 2 Teaching materials 
 
題目：評論內地政府對全球化的回應 
 
Your approach 
 
 
 
 
 
評論內地政府對全球化的回應 
 
 
 
 
 
 
審題 
 
 
 
 
 
評論內地政府對全球化的回應 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
評論題結構 
 
1. ______________: 
 
 
 
2. ______________: 
 
 
 
3. ______________: 
 
 
 
4. ______________: 
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內容（Content） 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
中國入世分析 (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pIoeIoqCANQ) 
 
問題： 
Ø 中國起初不能入世的原因？ 
Ø 中國入世的目的？ 
Ø 世貿扮演著什麼角色？ 
Ø 中國入世的利弊 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
石齊平：全球化之中國模式   
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fMUv4DUP4_Y 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
全球化如何影響內地？	
中國政府如何回應？	
	
概念詞：	
	
概念詞：	
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Appendix 2.3: Cycle 2 Reflection 
 
1. What is the reasons behind this lesson design? 
As students is going to have a test on next week, I need to summarize this topic and prepare 
them for examination. In this lesson, the whole setting is surrounded with how to extract 
appropriate sources in responding to the given question. It aims to drive students to learn 
from “writing skill” (i.e. the common structure of an essay) to enrich the “essay content” 
by applying their acquired knowledge in a right place. The two selected videos involve 
many new concepts and keywords that is quite essential in understanding the recent 
development of China. Teacher is encouraged to guide students how to distinguish the facts 
and opinions mentioned in the video. It takes time to watch the video with students together 
and guide them how to select the particular pieces of information. Therefore, video, here, 
act as an inspirational tool to stimulate students to further explore them in details. 
 
2. What went well in the lesson? 
For the 1st video, before showing it, four 
questions were stressed on the supplementary 
worksheet, and asked them to find the answers in 
the video later. This video could provide factual 
information and strengthen students’ background 
knowledge towards China enters WTO. They 
were delighted in voicing out the answers when 
we discussed it together. It seems that they had a 
sense of achievement in seraching clues from the video. For the 2nd video, I did not raise 
any questions before playing the video and reminded students to be critical towards the 
viewpoints mentioned by the commentator. I encouraged students to make use of the model 
learnt in lesson 1 (see the Picture 1 above). This model enabled students to distinguish the 
facts and opinion in analyzing the speech on one hand; on the other hand, the notes taken 
in the column “known” and “unknown” provided them with certain direction in later 
inquiry process. They looked like they were get used to such practice and tried their best in 
filling the worksheet after watching the video. 
 
 
 
Picture 1: Cycle 2 Teaching Materials 
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3. How could it be improved? 
Problems appeared in the process of second video playing. Students were unmotivated 
although I had already divided the ten minutes’ video into three sections, explained the 
major concepts one-by-one. As it was a Putonghua program without subtitle, students told 
me that the speech is a bit fast and most possessed negative feeling towards Chinese 
program and Chinese commentator, though they admitted that the program introduced 
many new ideas. In addition, they felt the exercise was a bit difficult for them to identify 
the factual and useful information from various kind of viewpoints. My mentor suggested 
that I should explain clearly the function of the video and guide them to watch the episode 
in an objective manner. Transcripts could be given or provide more guidelines on the 
worksheet in order to record down their learning process for future investigation.  
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Appendix 3: Cycle 3 Teacher-as-Reflection Journal – 14/3/2016 (Monday) 
 
Appendix 3.1: Cycle 3 Lesson plan 
 
Banding:  Band 1 
MOI:  CMI in Liberal Studies 
Class:  Form 5 
Class size:  29 
Lesson Period: Period 5 – 6 (11:45 – 13:05) 
Lesson Duration:  80 minutes  
                               (Double lessons) 
 
Module 5:  
Pubic Health 
 
Key Inquiry Question in this lesson: 
What are the major infectious diseases in the 
world recently? 
 
Topic taught in previous lesson: 
(this is the first lesson of the new module) 
 
Previous knowledge that can be referred to in 
the inquiry for the lesson: 
Ø Globalization 
 
Learning Objectives: 
By the end of these lessons, it is hoped that students 
will be able to: 
 
1. Knowledge: 
a. Gain a brief idea of the concept of public health 
b. Have a general understanding of recent 
infectious diseases 
c. To know the cause and development of Zika  
 
2. Skills: 
a. Develop students’ ability of extracting sources 
from information 
b. Develop students’ organization skill 
c. Develop students’ writing skill in generating 
logical arguments 
d. Develop students’ listening and summarizing 
skills by creating a data card for learning 
 
3. Values: 
a. Raise students’ awareness towards the infectious 
diseases in the world 
b. Develop an attitude among students that 
prevention is better than cure 
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DEVELOPMENT 
Time  
(mins) 
Main Questions  
 
Teacher Activities Pupil Activities Learning 
Objectives 
(LO) & 
Remarks 
5  
mins 
/ Setting up the computer and 
necessary materials 
Settle down and prepare for 
the lesson 
 
/ 
10 
mins  
What is public 
health? 
Mind mapping 
• Check students’ prior 
knowledge and 
understanding towards 
this module 
• Categorize students’ 
ideas into different 
categories 
 
Throw ideas related to 
public health 
• Recall as much as they 
have in their mind about 
public health 
• Draw linkage between 
previous knowledge to 
the new module 
1a 
 
 
Remarks:  
Worksheet 
10 What are the 
infectious diseases 
that influence the 
world and people? 
Direct teaching 
Introduce the major 
infectious diseases by 
showing a timeline 
 
Listening and note-taking 
Refresh their mind about the 
infectious diseases in the past 
and recent days 
1b; 3a 
 
Remarks:  
Worksheet 
20 
mins 
What are the origin 
and causes of Zika? 
Database question practice 
• Ask students to spend 10 
minutes to work on the 
given questions 
• Act as a facilitator while 
students are working on 
the worksheet 
• Invite students to share 
their answer to their 
classmates 
• Provide instant feedback 
and point out students’ 
common mistakes  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Test on students’ sense of 
current affairs 
• Ready to answer the 
questions provided on the 
worksheet 
• Able to raise their hands 
up and ask questions 
when they have queries 
• Demonstrate their 
understanding to the 
topic and share their 
answers in front of the 
class 
• Learn from their peers 
and reflect on teacher’s 
comments  
1c; 2a; 2b; 
2c; 3a 
 
 
 
 
Remarks:  
Worksheet 
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30 
mins 
What are the origin 
and causes of Zika? 
How is the 
development of 
Zika?  
Video playing 
• Ask students to fill up the 
worksheet as much as 
they have first before 
playing the video 
 
 
• Remind students to pay 
attention to the details 
and write down the key 
ideas if necessary 
 
• Ask students to share 
what they have gain from 
the video 
 
• Clarify the concepts 
mentioned in the video 
with vivid examples  
 
• Provide guidance and 
model of how to extract 
information from the 
video and reorganize it 
into a simple flow chart 
 
Enrich the L.S. data base 
• Students are suggested to 
try their best in 
completing the worksheet 
before the video playing 
 
• To be concentrate and 
drop down the key points 
during the video playing 
 
• To share their learning 
harvests to the class 
 
 
• Raise their queries from 
the video 
 
 
• Learn from the model 
given by the teacher and 
use it as a framework for 
later practice 
1c; 2a; 2b 
2d; 3a; 3b 
 
Video (3’19): 
巴西寨卡疫情
http://news.no
w.com/home/in
ternational/play
er?newsId=167
614 
 
Video (4’09): 
寨卡病毒 
http://news.no
w.com/home/in
ternational/play
er?newsId=165
852 
 
Video (3’12): 
寨卡病毒與小
頭症 
http://news.no
w.com/home/in
ternational/play
er?newsId=166
905 
 
Remarks:  
Worksheet 
 
5 
mins 
What are the origin 
and causes of Zika? 
How is the 
development of 
Zika? 
Consolidation 
Transcript of the three videos 
would be deliver to students 
and ask students to add 
details to the worksheet after 
reading the supplementary 
documents. 
 
Integration 
Read the supplementary 
documents and do analysis. 
Self-initiated inquiry are 
recommended to explore the 
issue further based on the 
direction given in this lesson.   
1b; 1c; 2b;  
2d; 3a; 3b 
 
FOLLOW-UP WORK / HOMEWORK 
• Students are asked to work on the data base question about Ebola at home. 
• They are encouraged to watch the video about Ebola on their own and make use of the approach learnt in 
this lesson to work out the data card for revision. 
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Appendix 3.2: Cycle 3 Teaching materials 
 
單元五：公共衛生 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
近年全球爆發的主要疫病 
1.  
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
 
小組活動：跨單元練習（全球化＋公共衛生） 
1. 根據圖表，簡述寨卡病毒的傳播過程，並指出過程顯示一個怎樣的趨勢。（4分） 
 
2. 根據圖表所示的年份，指出病毒傳播的發展。                                                （4分） 
 
3. 你認為有甚麼原因導致以上的分別？                                                                （6分） 
 
 
 
公共衛生	
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巴西寨卡疫情（https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XzbQ9sSiw-c） 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
寨卡病毒（https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eVxBNSjx6hA） 
提示： 
1. 病媒？                                           2. 如何傳播？ 
3. 病徵？                                           4. 巴西如何呼籲民眾？ 
5. 香港衛生署如何呼籲民眾？        6. 遏制疫情的契機？ 
 
延伸問題： 「人造蚊」是福是禍？（蝴蝶效應 Butterfly effect） 
 
寨卡病毒與小頭症（https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SNiQGHbZSII） 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
筆記：	
筆記：	
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伊波拉個案 
 
資料 A：世界衛生組織（WHO）2014年 10月 29日公布伊波拉病毒病例數目 
 
 
資料 B：數字看全球衛生體系 
 
 
 
資料 C：報章節錄 
• 全球醫藥研發資源失衡，藥廠專注針對富裕國家市場的藥物，不少肆虐非洲的熱
帶疾病長期被忽視。這些熱帶病對公共衛生構成的威脅，實跟愛滋病、瘧疾及肺
結核相若，但因為對非熱帶地區沒構成太大威脅，一直難以吸引國際注意。 
• 伊波拉疫症擴散，世衛表現被批評。世衛無法發揮領導能力，原因之是資金緊
絀。世衛資金有兩大來源，成員國向世衛固定供款組成的經常預算基金，只佔整
體預算兩成；其餘很大要倚賴富國、企業、慈善組織及私人機構額外自願捐款。
由於自願捐款可指定用途，換句話說可以繞過世衛控制，從而左右世衛政策優先
次序。  
 
 
1. 傳染病一旦在醫療系統落後的地區爆發，更難以收拾。資料A及B如何支持此說？ 
2. 西非伊波拉疫情如何突顯發展國與發達國之間的公共衛生合作失衡？ 
 
- A1"*!&'/WHO 2014 10 29##$ 
  %,#$  $  
  1,391 997 
	.  2,515 2,413 
	  3,700 1,500 
	# 19 8 
+   1 0 
(  4 1 
#) 10 20
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Appendix 3.3: Cycle 3 Reflection 
 
1. What is the reasons behind this lesson design? 
This is the first lesson of a new module (i.e. Public Health). After chatting with students, I 
realized that students who are studying Liberal Studies tend to be exam-oriented. It is 
understandable because of the long-established spoon-fed education system in Hong Kong. 
To stimulate students’ learning motivation in L.S., I should spend more time to penetrate 
some exam skills into each lesson. I found that students are generally lacking the ability in 
making notes for revision and always wait for teacher’s notes. Also, with the influx of mass 
media, students usually watched Apply daily videos and other interesting clips on YouTube.  
Considered with these factors, I decided to guide students to extract useful information 
from the online videos and reorganize it into students’ own revision cards. With these cards 
in hand, several exercises would be provided to let students to practice how to use these 
pieces of information they made. 
 
2. What went well in the lesson? 
As for the previous cycle, I found that students might not be truly engage into the task if 
teacher just asked students to read the worksheet first before playing the video. Thus, in 
this lesson, I asked students to fill up the worksheet as much as they have which aims to let 
them to be aware of what they need to figure out from the video. Once students knew their 
limitations, they really pay more attention for this time although the video is around 3 to 4 
minutes. A flow chart was given to students to demonstrate how I generalize the video 
content in a logical and presentable manner.  Students were appreciated with it and tried to 
imitate another one for the next video based on the given framework and guided questions. 
Unlike last time, I printed out the transcripts of the videos and delivered to students at the 
end of the lesson. Students felt delighted when receiving the worksheet and some said that 
they could find out what they have missed out from the video. They said, “videos that have 
shown in the lesson help to visualize the fact-based particulars and strengthen our memories. 
This provided a general picture of the issue and enabled us to engage into further IES 
inquiry later.” 
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3. How could it be improved? 
It is observed that such exercise is practicable in this class with reference to the general 
interactive learning atmosphere as students said “it is difficult to write down the answers 
without any information provided”. Yet, the selection of video needed to be more careful 
and tailor-made if I have time. The background information of Zika mentioned in the video 
for three times in those three selected videos respectively. Such repeated information 
annoyed most students with their mumbling and grumbling increased during the process. 
It is suggested that I could cut that part and start playing the main theme directly for 2nd 
and 3rd videos. They also complained that “it is too difficult to watch the video and 
reorganizes the information in a systematic presentation at the same time, though teacher 
has already given the model for reference”. Besides, one of my colleagues recommended 
that I can make use of the video content to explain the answer of the warm-up database 
exercise. Drawing linkage from these videos to the previous activity helps to facilitate 
students’ understanding and construct knowledge in a better sense. I also believed that 
appropriate signposting strengthens students’ memories by connecting the scattered clues 
in the lesson, which maximize their learning outcomes.  
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Appendix 4: Cycle 4 Teacher-as-Reflection Journal – 16/3/2016 (Wednesday) 
 
Appendix 4.1: Cycle 4 Lesson plan 
 
Banding:  Band 1 
MOI:  CMI in Liberal Studies 
Class:  Form 5 
Class size:  29 
Lesson Period: Period 5 – 6 (11:45 – 13:05) 
Lesson Duration:  80 minutes  
                               (Double lesson) 
 
Module 5:  
Public Health 
 
Key Inquiry Question in this lesson: 
To what extent do you think drug patent bring 
more good than harm in the development of 
medical technology? 
 
Topic taught in previous lesson: 
Ø Infectious diseases (e.g. Ebola, Zika) 
Ø Medical care between developed and 
developing countries 
 
Previous knowledge that can be referred to in 
the inquiry for the lesson: 
Ø Major infectious diseases in the world  
Ø Developed and developing countries 
Ø Globalization 
 
 
Learning Objectives: 
By the end of these lessons, it is hoped that students 
will be able to: 
 
1. Knowledge: 
a. To gain a brief idea of drug patent 
b. To identify the relationship between drug patent 
and generic drugs 
c. To grasp a general idea about the advantages and 
disadvantages of drug patent 
 
2. Skills: 
a. To develop students’ organization skills by 
extracting data from the video and sources 
b. To facilitate students’ writing and presentation 
skills in a logical manner 
c. To improve students’ critical thinking skill 
 
3. Values: 
a. To reflect the medical development nowadays 
b. To develop a critical mind-set towards the issue of 
patent 
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DEVELOPMENT 
 
Time  
(mins) 
 
Main Questions  
 
 
Teacher Activities 
 
Pupil Activities 
Learning 
Objectives 
(LO) & 
Remarks 
5 mins / Setting up the computer and 
necessary materials 
 
Settle down and prepare for 
the lesson 
/ 
5 mins What is the 
relationship 
between infectious 
diseases and 
medical research? 
Recall students’ memories 
of the previous lessons 
about:  - infectious diseases - new medicine between 
developed and 
developing countries 
 
Remembering and listen 
Students are expected to 
recall their prior knowledge 
and try to link back to this 
topic 
1a 
10 
mins 
What is nature of 
patent? 
 
Direct teaching 
• Provide the details of 
what patent is 
• Highlight the major 
function of patent 
• Mention the intellectual 
property (TRIPS) 
administered by the 
World Trade 
Organization (WTO) 
• Bring out the conflict 
between human right and 
patent 
 
Listening & Taking notes 
• Students are expected to 
pay attention in class 
and write down the key 
ideas mentioned on their 
own.  
 
1a; 2a 
 
 
 
25 
mins 
What is the 
relationship 
between drug 
patent and generic 
drug? 
Playing the video (20 mins) 
• Introduce the relationship 
between drug patent and 
generic drug 
• Teacher will pause the 
video and highlight the 
main ideas that students 
need to be aware. Further 
explanation will be given 
if necessary 
• In the process, teacher 
will make use of the 
blackboard to write down 
the key ideas 
 
 
Listening & Taking notes 
• Students are expected to 
identify the key ideas 
from the video 
• They are encouraged to 
take notes in a voluntary 
basis 
• They are recommended 
to think about the 
dilemma mentioned in 
the video 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1a; 1b; 2a; 
3a; 3b 
 
 
 
Video: 
ATV-時事追
擊  - 仿製藥 
https://www.
youtube.com/
watch?v=sdu
oRwiBZi0 
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5 mins What is the 
relationship 
between drug 
patent and 
generic drug? 
 
Summarize the video content 
by using a mind map 
Teacher served as a facilitator 
in helping students to better 
construct their knowledge. 
 
Integration 
Students are expected to 
outline the central theme 
from the video and 
construct their own piece of 
mind map. 
 
1a; 1b; 2a; 
2b; 3a; 3b 
25 
mins 
To what extent 
do you think 
drug patent bring 
more good than 
harm in the 
development of 
medical 
technology? 
 
Data-response question 
• Students are asked to read 
the data carefully first 
• Teacher would ask one to 
two student(s) to share 
their views towards the 
particular question. 
• Ask their classmates to 
comment on the peers’ 
answer 
• Teacher would be a 
facilitator to provide 
another perspective that 
students might be 
neglected in the process 
 
Compulsory question 
Teacher would guide students 
to organize their answers step-
by-step through a series of 
activities, helping them to 
present their ideas in a logical 
manner.  
 
Application 
Based on the factual 
information given in the 
video, students are 
suggested to do the exercise 
based on the newly acquired 
knowledge. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Students are encouraged to 
construct their own 
arguments logically and 
practice to present their 
work in a systematic 
manner. 
 
1a; 1b; 1c;  
2a; 2b; 2c; 
3a; 3b 
 
 
 
 
Remarks: 
Worksheet 
 
5 mins To what extent 
do you think 
drug patent bring 
more good than 
harm in the 
development of 
medical 
technology? 
 
Consolidation & Conclusion 
• To restate the entry-point 
in analyzing the issue of 
drug patent 
• Encourage students to stay 
objective and analyze the 
issue from different 
perspectives 
 
Reflection 
To analyze the issue from 
multiples perspectives and 
avoid to be subjective 
towards certain issue 
 
1a; 1b; 1c; 
2c; 3a; 3b 
 
FOLLOW-UP WORK / HOMEWORK 
§ Students need to write an essay based on the question discuss in class. 
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Appendix 4.2: Cycle 4 Teaching materials 
 
資料 A： 
在 1990 年代，愛滋病在南非擴散，可是政府沒有足夠資金向大藥廠購買藥物。事
實上，當時被認為最佳的抗愛滋病藥物「雞尾酒」療法，使用專利藥的每人每年成
本高達＄15,000 美元。不過，在沒有專利法律的印度，卻能以約＄350 美元的成本
提供仿製的「雞尾酒」抗愛滋病藥物。南非政府在 1997及 1998年通過的法例，容
許從巴西及印度等國家入口較低價的仿製藥，以求令更多的南非愛滋病得到治療。
但法例引來 39見跨國大藥廠在 1998年以《與貿易有關的知識產權協議》聯手控告
南非政府。雖然藥廠最終在 2001 年撤銷起訴。可是在訴訟期間（1997－2000
年），南非約有四十萬人死於與愛滋病有關的疾病。 
 
資料 B： 
藥廠治療癌症的口服標靶藥價格昂貴，以瑞士出品得一隻，治療血癌及胃癌得標靶
藥為例，一瓶三十天劑量約售＄30,000港元。該藥已在包括香港等多個地方取得專
利，唯印度政府認定該藥是九五年前的發明，因此該藥不受保護，並自己生產宣稱
配方相同得抗癌藥物 VEENAT，一瓶三十天劑量約只售＄2,000 港元。但有腫瘤科
專家醫生指，仿製藥質素成疑，混入雜質，更可能危害健康。 
 
資料 C： 
年份 發達醫藥市場 品牌藥 仿製藥 其他 
2012 ＄6220億 72% 16% 12% 
2017 ＄6500 － 6800 億 67% 21% 12% 
年份 新興醫藥市場 品牌藥 仿製藥 其他 
2012 ＄2240億 31% 58% 11% 
2017 ＄3700 － 4000億 26% 63% 11% 
年份 其他醫藥市場 品牌藥 仿製藥 其他 
2012 ＄1200億 57% 27% 16% 
2017 ＄1250 － 1550億 52% 31% 17% 
年份 全球醫護市場 品牌藥 仿製藥 其他 
2012 ＄9650億 61% 27% 12% 
2017 ＄11700 － 12000億 52% 36% 12% 
 
 
1. 資料 A及 B反映了由藥物專利權而引發的什麼現象？ 
 
2. 承上題，以上提及的現象可能會引致什麼的後果？ 
 
3. 藥物專利權對醫療科技發展的影響是利多於弊。你多大程度上同意這看法？參考資
料及就你所知，解釋你的答案。 
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Appendix 4.3: Cycle 4 Reflection 
 
1. What is the reasons behind this lesson design? 
There is a little difference in this lesson when compared with the previous cycles. I decide 
to use a 20-minutes video, which regarded as a very long video in teaching inside classroom, 
although literature suggested that long video would discourage students’ motivation in 
class. As I noticed that students are highly motivated towards the exam practice, a set of 
relative database question is given after showing the video. Video, thus, served as a data 
source in enriching students’ knowledge base and help them to answer the questions in later 
session.  
 
2. What went well in the lesson? 
With the abovementioned setting, students tend to pay special attention during the video 
playback. Some students commented that they would be attentive if they know the purposes 
of watching the particular video. So, I addressed the purpose of the video clearly before 
showing to them, students would be able to aware of the importance of it and be more 
focused in the process. As the video is a bit long, I cut it into different sections and pause 
the video in order to highlight the main ideas for their references. Certain key concepts 
would be written down on the blackboard to facilitate further self-enquiry. Apart from those 
who have take notes automatically, other students could get certain direction from teacher’s 
guidance on the board and kept them on track. They felt surprised and said, “how can you 
(teacher) organize the information in such a systematic manner by just watching the video 
once? We don’t know where to start our writing, Miss. Can you (teacher) suggest few ways 
for us to adopt?” Evidence of students’ motivation was shown in their willingness in taking 
notes and responded actively during the lesson. Students were able to recall the content 
shown in the video in details and applied it when answering the database question. 
 
3. How could it be improved? 
With three-week practices, I used to think that students are now be familiar with taking 
notes during watching the video. Hence, for this time, I pointed out the key points on the 
blackboard rather than print out the worksheet with clear instructions while watching the 
episode. Only ten students (total number of students in class: 29) wrote down something 
automatically with reference to the method taught in the previous lessons. When I asked 
them the reasons had they pay attention and listened during the video podcast, they said 
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they can remember most information and do not know how to start up their writing without 
my guidance. They did not tell lies as they really demonstrated their memories towards the 
video content during the class discussion. It is suggested that students still need more 
guidance in extracting useful information from the video and method in organizing their 
ideas. Providing a worksheet for them would be a better approach especially if teacher 
would like to show a long video in class. Questions should ask in an appropriate time 
throughout the session to check whether students are concentrated to and understood the 
video content or not. In pausing the video, I should give enough time for students to listen 
the question clearly and let them know what they need to find out from the video. 
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Appendix 5: Cycle 5 Teacher-as-Reflection Journal – 18/3/2016 (Friday) 
 
Appendix 5.1: Cycle 5 Lesson plan 
 
Banding:  Band 1 
MOI:  CMI in Liberal Studies 
Class:  Form 5 
Class size:  29 
Lesson Period: Period 5 – 6 (11:45 – 13:05) 
Lesson Duration:  80 minutes  
                                    (Double lessons) 
 
Module:  
Cross-modules  
 
Key Inquiry Question in this lesson: 
/ 
 
Topic taught in previous lesson: 
/ 
 
Previous knowledge that can be referred to in 
the inquiry for the lesson: 
/ 
 
v This is a tailor-made lesson to encourage 
students to be aware of the current affairs by 
selecting an episode from the suggested 
series of RTHK.  
Learning Objectives: 
By the end of these lessons, it is hoped that students 
will be able to: 
 
1. Knowledge: 
a. Gain a brief idea of the contents and views of the 
selected topics from students 
b. To be aware of the related issues and the 
extended questions from those selected topics 
 
2. Skills: 
a. Develop students’ organization skill  
b. Develop students’ analytical ability  
c. Develop students’ questioning and presentation 
skills 
d. Cultivate students’ immediate response and 
facilitate them to write in a logical manner 
 
3. Values: 
a. Appreciate the diversity of the society 
b. Develop a sense of awareness towards current 
affairs (both local and international affairs) 
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DEVELOPMENT 
Time  
(mins) 
Main 
Questions  
 
Teacher Activities Pupil Activities Learning 
Objectives 
(LO) & 
Remarks 
5 
mins 
/ Setting up the computer and 
necessary materials 
Settle down and prepare for the 
lesson 
/ 
10 
mins 
/ Act as a facilitator 
Ask students to read on students’ 
works carefully. Respond to 
students’ questions if necessary 
Be a critical learner 
Read and learn from peers 
works. Find out the queries and 
prepare questions to ask the 
presenters in later session 
1a; 2c; 3b 
 
Remarks: 
Notes from 
students 
50 
mins 
/ Act as a facilitator 
• Ask students to share their 
topic in brief (about 1 – 2 
minutes’ video-watching). 
• Invite students to ask 
questions towards the topic if 
they have queries 
• If no questions from students, 
teacher will give a scenario to 
stir up the conflicts and 
engage them into discussion. 
 
Extended inquiry 
Based on students’ works, point 
out the related issues that students 
can also be aware of. 
Presentation 
Presenter of the week would 
share their topic within 1 to 2 
minutes with the help of video. 
They prepared questions to ask 
their classmates in order to 
engage students into discussion. 
 
Q & A session 
Able to respond to their peers’ 
concerns and appreciate their 
comments. 
 
Further inquiry  
Students are encouraged to 
further investigate their 
interested topic after class. 
1a; 1b; 2a;  
2c; 3a; 3b 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Remarks: 
Notes from 
students; 
Powerpoint 
 
*Such practice would be repeated for each presenter. Total have 8 presenters  
  for this week. 
10 
mins 
/ Drilling exercise 
A question would be selected 
among students’ works and 
required the whole class to work 
on it within 10 minutes  
Immediate respond 
Students are anticipated to 
respond to the questions set by 
their peers  
1a; 2a; 2b 
2d; 3a 
5  
mins 
/ Consolidation 
Summarize the issues mentioned 
in class and provide a general 
comment of students’ 
performance 
Consolidation 
Students are suggested to be 
mind precipitated and learn 
from their peers’ works 
1a; 1b; 2b; 
 3a; 3b 
 
FOLLOW-UP WORK / HOMEWORK 
§ Student who are chosen to mark the answers from students need to express his/her views towards the 
peer performance and the contrast between the expected answer and peer’s answers. 
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Appendix 4.2: Cycle 4 Teaching materials 
 
時事研究員 
選以下節目觀看： 
 
 
完成一頁 A4筆記（雙面計算）： 
      － 所屬單元 ＋ 內容撮要 / 重點 
      － 如有各方評論：分別記下各持分者的觀點及例子 
      － 總結 ＋ 有關概念詞 
      － 延伸探究：假設你是出卷員，你會怎樣去出題目？ 
 
繳交方法：交給科長 
 
報告當天： 
• 所有同學仔細閱讀筆記 
• 向報告同學提問 / 提出意見 
 
繳交日期 報告日期 學號 
10/3/2016（四） 18/3/2016 （五） 1，5，9，13，17，21，25，29 
17/3/2016（四） 7/4/2016 （四） 2，6，10，14，18，22，26 
17/3/2016 （四） 15/4/2016 （五） 3，7，11，15，19，23，27 
6/4/2016 （三） 21/4/2016（四） 4，8，12，16，20，24，28 
 
建議報告格式： 
姓名：                                   班別：                             （）         日期：  
所屬單元： 
 
內容重點：                                                         內容撮要： 
a. 
b.                                                                          持分者的觀點及例子： 
c……. 
 
總結： 
 
 
概念詞： 
 
 
延伸探究： 
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Appendix 5.3: Cycle 5 Reflection 
1. What is the reasons behind this lesson design? 
In this cycle, video is being used as an assignment and self-learn tool. This is a lesson to 
harvest the trainings and practices given to students of the previous cycles. Students are 
asked to watch an episode from RTHK at home and create a one-page A4 size note card 
for further inquiry. This exercise aims to increase students’ sense of awareness towards the 
current affairs and be conscious of the diversity of opinions in the society. Viewing a single 
issue and making personal judgment need to take many factors and views into consideration. 
Sometimes, these episodes help to gather the opinions from different sectors, though not 
always show the entire picture, at least it can depict the development or trend of a particular 
issue from multiple perspectives. Rather than just watching from the video, students are 
requested to find out the key concepts and things for further inquiry in the process, which 
pave way for their IES assessment later. As topic is selected by students, the whole lesson 
flow would be student-oriented and I just developed the lesson based on their responses. 
 
2. What went well in the lesson? 
As I decided to try out this activity, I did not expect too much as students seems to be 
reluctant to do when I introduced the guidelines to them. It is unexpected that all eight 
students handed in their homework on time. The quality and quantity of their works 
surprised me to a large extent. From their pieces of assignment, it demonstrated their 
learning passion and hard work. They treated this homework very seriously, which is quite 
astonished when compared to their previous poor record of handing in the homework and 
fair performance of in-class assessment. They were excited and eager to present their topic 
in class as most of them asked me, “when can I present the topic to the whole class? I really 
want to share my topic to the whole class and see how they respond to my questions”. Many 
questions were prepared though most of them were categorized as yes-no questions. Some 
students, who are the listeners in this week, showed their eagerness to learn by asking a 
series of questions for revealing the truth of the case. For example, they asked: 
1. How does this issue relate to personal level? (Topic: New Media) 
2. How does the development of brownfield sites solve land shortage problems in Hong 
Kong? In your opinion, what do you think? (Topic: Issue of brownfield sites) 
3. Do you think the suggestion of country park development can fix housing woes in Hong 
Kong? (Topic: Issue of brownfield sites) 
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 This made their peers cannot answer the questions and promised to find out the answer for 
the whole class. I appreciated their learning attitude and believed such kind of learning 
atmosphere benefit all of us.  
 
3. How could it be improved? 
As most students did not watch the program, their understanding were largely depending 
on student’s written homework and their presentation in class. It relied on their presentation 
skill and patience from the rest of the classmates. It would be better if I can manage the 
pace well and give immediate guiding questions rather than just waiting for students’ 
response for too long. I can also prepare some slides to further illustrate the issue as a 
supplement. Besides, I printed out all students’ works to the whole class for analysis and 
discussion. Yet, some students confessed that it was not environmental-friendly so it might 
be better if I just pick out one to two cases that worth for inquiry to print for next time. For 
the rest, I will scan onto the computer and send it through e-class in a pdf file. Although 
the one-by-one presentation can make sure each student gets to know more topics, it would 
be time-consuming and less interactive if some topics are less controversial. I should spend 
time to reorganize students’ work and help to bring out the debatable arguments for 
reflection, which facilitate their learning in a better sense. In the drilling practice, the whole 
class needed to answer the question selected from one of their classmate. That lucky one 
were being invited to mark their peer’s works. Despite the fact that the student accepted to 
take up the challenge for this time, I am worried that others might not be willing to do so 
because of the heavy academic workload and tight schedule. It is suggested that I can pick 
out three students’ work, mark it in class immediately and invite that lucky student to 
explain whether this answer suit his/her initial setting or not. On one hand, students can 
learn from their mistakes with such instant feedback (e.g. how to answer the questions in 
the “right” track); while on the other hand, it helps them to learn from the beauty of 
formulating inquiry questions.  
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Appendix 6: Reminder for video selection used by the researcher in the inquiry  
	
What are the objectives of using the video in class? 
• To facilitate students’ learning (primary objective) 
• To engage students’ interests and help them understand a difficult concept 
• To improve students’ long-term retention of knowledge 
• To facilitate knowledge building 
• To equip students with skills  
(e.g. listening, critical thinking, comprehension and analytical skills) 
• To develop students to be a critical viewer instead of a passive receiver 
The reason why these questions need to be on top of the agenda is that teacher might have 
several duties in mind and sometimes would forget the purpose of using video in class. This 
can serve as a reminder for teachers who lost in some moments and keep them in track with 
the initial good principles of teaching and learning.  
 
How to select the videos? 
• Appropriate content with proper languages 
• Short lengths (5 minutes or less) 
• Use series of short videos instead of a single short video 
• Better with subtitles 
• Updated video  
 
How to use the video in class? 
• Integrated approach (Set – Teaching – Assessment)? - Set: video as explanation - Teaching: video as a led-in watch à analyze à discuss à feedback - Assignment: ask students to watch YouTube & answer questions for next lesson; ask 
students to choose video they like & dislike and present the topic with explanation 
• Pause  - Ask students to hypothesize about what is going on before showing them the video - Ask prediction questions which encourage students to interact with the video - Highlight the key ideas in a specific moment à Discussion 
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• Editing - Tailor-made the selected issue  - Chose the useful and appropriate sources for teaching and analysis  
• Creating 
• Make use of the transcripts / subtitles of the video 
 
What are the video sites? 
• YouTube • HK Apples Daily • RTHK 
• TED • NowTV • Daily motion 
 
 
 
 
 
